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Chris Brummer and Leo Strine’s Article *Duty and Diversity* makes several significant contributions that enhance the support for greater corporate focus on diversity, equity, and inclusion (“Diversity” or “DEI”).¹ These contributions are particularly important not only because Diversity itself is an imperative but also because of the inevitable pushback against corporate efforts to advance Diversity. Indeed, as Brummer and Strine note, some corporate scholars contend that the corporation has no business being involved in the business of Diversity. These scholars often support this contention by relying on their interpretation of a mix of soft and hard law which they insist serves as a legal and extralegal barrier for corporate efforts aimed at significantly promoting Diversity. Brummer and Strine convincingly discredit these interpretations, and in so doing, discredit the myths surrounding the corporate law obstacles associated with the for-profit corporation’s ability to advance Diversity. In particular, Brummer and Strine demonstrate the manner in which corporate law mandates a

---

focus on Diversity, at least to the extent that law requires legal compliance with antidiscrimination and civil rights laws. In addition, Brummer and Strine not only reveal the legal safeguards for corporate engagement of Diversity initiatives but also highlight both the costs associated with ignoring Diversity matters as well as the “money to be made by companies that take DEI seriously.” In so doing, Brummer and Strine make an especially compelling affirmative case supporting corporations that would go beyond legal compliance and adopt more ambitious Diversity policies and practices. In this respect, Brummer and Strine persuasively demonstrate that corporations can (1) do significantly more than comply with the law without fear of legal liability, (2) “do good,” by promoting policies that advance economic equality and inclusion, and (3) do well, by profiting from their more comprehensive Diversity policies and practices.

Brummer and Strine’s contributions fall along three broad spectrums. First, the Article convincingly links the current concern around racial inequities in the economic sphere with the underrepresentation of people of color on corporate boards of directors (“boards”) and in the C-suite. The Article also does a very nice job of highlighting why underrepresentation matters for those seeking to ameliorate racial wealth and income gaps or other racial disparities in the labor market. In fact, the Article likely underemphasizes the connection between the lack of diverse leadership and racial economic inequities more broadly. However, the Article makes a very strong case for why diverse leadership matters to those seeking to address the economic inequities caused by racial bias and discrimination.

Second, although it is well-trodden ground, the Article makes one of the more compelling cases for the business rationale for Diversity, thereby helping to enhance the “building blocks” of that rationale. The Article convincingly illustrates the reputational, and hence financial, consequences associated with the corporate failure to focus on Diversity. Of course, in light of my previous scholarship, I would have been interested in a deeper dive into the propriety of the business rationale and the potential costs of promoting Diversity in reliance on such rationale. However, that interest does not detract from the Article’s careful and compelling support for the business case for Diversity.

Third, the Article persuasively highlights and discredits the legal myths advanced by those who suggest that corporate law is a

---

2. See id. at 90.
3. See id. at 88–90.
4. See id. at 27.
barrier to advancing Diversity. The Article nicely details the manner in which corporate focus on Diversity is entirely consistent with, and in fact required by, corporate fiduciary law. The Article makes a particularly compelling case regarding the manner in which current corporate law serves as a safe harbor for directors seeking to do more than minimally comply with the law as it relates to Diversity.

The Article’s legal analysis did raise at least two concerns for me. The first centers on the limits of legal compliance with respect to Diversity goals in light of the minimal standards associated with legal compliance as well as existing law’s failure to sufficiently condone the kind of implicit biases and discriminatory behavior that result in inequities in the workforce and economy. The second concern involves the intersection of the Article’s safe harbor discussion with its discussion about the impact of reputation on corporate behavior. Indeed, while the safe harbor discussion correctly focuses on the legal safe harbor afforded directors who innovate in the area of Diversity, such a focus begs the question about whether, and to what extent, there exist any safe harbors for reputational missteps, and how the answer to this question may impact the safe harbor analysis.

Of course, neither of the above-mentioned concerns detracts from the Article’s strength. Its contributions are important, particularly in light of the push back from those who would contend that corporate attention to Diversity is unwise, unwarranted, and inconsistent with corporate fiduciary duties. In this regard, Brummer and Strine’s Article provides both a compelling legal and business justification for Diversity, and a protective legal pathway for corporations’ increased focus on Diversity.

The first Part of this Response discusses the Article’s contribution to the discourse around the connection between corporate leadership and racial equity. The second Part examines the Article’s contribution in support of the business case for Diversity. The third Part addresses the Article’s contribution to the link between corporate law and corporate ability to attend to Diversity.

I. CORPORATE DIVERSITY LEADERSHIP AND RACIAL INEQUITY: A TIE THAT BINDS

Brummer and Strine’s Article convincingly demonstrates the underrepresentation of people of color and women on corporate boards and in the C-suite. Section I.A of the Article paints a very clear picture of the manner in which corporate law’s increased focus on board composition “has not translated into boards representative of our nation.”6 To be sure, studies reveal that 2021 has witnessed a sharp increase in board diversity, particularly with respect to Black people and women.7 However, that increase does not eliminate the gap between board diversity and diversity reflected in the broader population and workforce. Section I.B clearly highlights the homogeneity of CEOs and C-suite officers.8 This demonstration of board and C-suite underrepresentation is significant because it sets the stage for the other important arguments in the Article.

To this end, the Article also highlights why underrepresentation matters for those concerned about inequality in the workforce and broader economy. The Article persuasively reveals that board and C-suite diversity, particularly CEO diversity, is important to the broader struggle to ensure workplace diversity and equal economic opportunities by demonstrating that the absence of board and C-suite diversity is significantly likely to impede not only diversity lower down in the corporation but also the promotion of diverse employees.9

Importantly, the Article likely underemphasizes the manner in which diverse leadership affects Diversity and economic opportunity. Indeed, the Article’s observations implicitly support at least four additional arguments related to the importance of board and C-suite diversity to equal economic opportunities. The first relates to the importance of the proverbial seat at the table. Corporations are the

---

6. See id. at 11.
8. See Brummer & Strine, supra note 1, at 15.
9. See id. at 22.
largest employers in the world, and for that reason alone, corporate policies and practices have a significant impact on employment opportunities. As the Article establishes, not only does the corporate board play a vital role in the corporation, but also the corporate board—and by extension the composition of the corporate board—has risen in prominence and importance.\textsuperscript{10} The Article also underscores the important role that CEOs play with respect to the corporation and its employment practices and policies.\textsuperscript{11} The Article clearly suggests that diversity in leadership positions may be important for ensuring that the full spectrum of corporate citizens have a seat at the corporate table in light of the important role that the corporation, boards and CEOs play in influencing the economic and employment sphere.

The second issue that the Article implicitly supports is the extent to which board and C-suite diversity is important for ensuring that the corporation sets strategic Diversity goals and policies that better ensure equal economic opportunity. The Article appropriately emphasizes the fact that the corporate board plays an instrumental role in overseeing corporate policies and practices, including, of course, employment policies and practices.\textsuperscript{12} The Article further highlights CEOs’ responsibilities for “implementing recruiting, retention, and promotion strategies at the firm and ensuring a workplace culture commensurate with the objectives of the company.”\textsuperscript{13} Finally, the Article makes clear that diversity within the upper realms of the corporation matters for purposes of ensuring that boards and CEOs pay closer attention to policies and practices that align with the interests of diverse communities.\textsuperscript{14} Taken together, these areas of emphasis reveal that board and CEO diversity matter to economic equality because such diversity is much more likely to translate into equitable employment policies and practices, thereby increasing the likelihood that women and employees of color will be given the opportunity to fully participate in hiring, retention, and promotion opportunities.

Third, the Article implicitly supports the argument that board and C-suite diversity matter for purposes of better ensuring that the corporation affirmatively negate its own problematic employment policies and practices. While the Article does not explicitly contend that the lack of diversity on boards and in C-suites results from corporate bias and discrimination in the employment arena, the Article does

\begin{itemize}
\item 10. See id. at 10.
\item 11. See id. at 15.
\item 12. See id. at 10.
\item 13. See id. at 15.
\item 14. See id. at 21.
\end{itemize}
persuasively pinpoint the legacy of discrimination and bias in the workplace and its effect on equal economic opportunities.\textsuperscript{15} In so doing, the Article clearly aligns with the contention that the lack of board and CEO diversity reflects a corporate ecosystem that has relied upon bias and discrimination. It is no accident that there is a lack of diversity at the C-suite level. A 2019 Korn Ferry study of senior Black executives at Fortune 500 companies described its results as follows: “What we’ve found is that all roads lead to bias against Black leaders’ readiness. Unlike their [white] counterparts, Black executives are often perceived by the majority as not having the intellectual rigor or leadership ability to manage large, highly complex P&L positions.”\textsuperscript{16} Consistent with this result, decades of studies consistently reveal that the lack of racial and ethnic diversity at the C-suite level is the direct result of historical and current discrimination and racial bias from corporate employers at every stage of the employment process.\textsuperscript{17} Such studies reveal persistent and pervasive patterns of racial bias and discrimination that affect employee resume screening, interviews, hiring, retention, and promotion.\textsuperscript{18} Such studies also reveal that these patterns have

\textsuperscript{15} See id. at 20–21.


remained essentially unchanged for decades despite the passage of legislation aimed at prohibiting racial discrimination in employment practices. These patterns result in people of color being systematically excluded from employment opportunities and thus systematically eliminated from the highest rungs of the corporate ladder. To put this in perspective, during most of the history of U.S. corporate law, the vast majority of corporations did not appoint Black people to the roles of CEO. The first Black CEO of a major corporation, Clifton Wharton, CEO of TIAA-CREF, was not appointed until 1987. The first Black woman CEO of a major corporation, Ursula Burns, CEO of XEROX, was not appointed until 2010. This means that for 200 years in the case of Black men, and more than 225 years in the case of Black women, major corporations did not promote Black people to the ranks of CEO. Studies highlight that the reason for the dearth of people of color at the top of the corporate pyramid is a corporation’s own problematic employment practices. In this regard, the relatively homogenous composition of the C-suite is the inevitable and thus unsurprising result of persistent patterns of bias and discrimination in the employment arena. Ensuring that corporations intentionally focus on CEO diversity matters because it serves to counteract these patterns.

Similarly, board diversity matters because the lack of board diversity reflects the inevitable result of nomination policies and practices that draw from a corporate ecosystem that relies upon discriminatory and biased employment practices. For the vast majority of corporate law history, boards focused their search for outside director candidates on active or retired CEOs, thereby ensuring that the vast majority of corporate directors were drawn from the C-suite.
the lack of diversity in the C-suite, as well as the patterns of discrimination ensuring such lack of diversity, this focus inevitably resulted in boardroom homogeneity that perpetuated those patterns. In other words, the board pipeline was primarily dictated by the problematic employment practices associated with C-suite homogeneity. As one researcher explained it, “There is no getting around the uncomfortable conclusion that the levels of diversity in the C-suite are inadequate to provide a real pipeline to some version of parity among corporate leaders.” 25 In acknowledgement of this reality, many have encouraged boards to move beyond the hyperfocus on the C-suite for board membership and recent boards have begun to expand their recruitment and search criteria. 26 Nonetheless, recent research reveals that boards continue to heavily prefer, and rely upon, the C-suite for their membership. 27 As a result, the board nomination and recruitment process continues to rely upon and perpetuate problematic employment patterns. 28 The intentional focus on board diversity helps redress these patterns.

Corporations also rely heavily upon biased social and professional networks to fill board seats. Historically, boards relied upon explicitly discriminatory social and professional networks, 29 drawing from social clubs and settings that excluded Black people and other people of color. 30 Recent research reveals that boards continue to


27. See KORN FERRY, supra note 16; Six Tips for Improving Diversity in the Boardroom, CORP. BD. MEMBER, https://boardmember.com/six-tips-improving-diversity-boardroom/ (last visited Jan. 21, 2022) [https://perma.cc/JX8T-JUMM] (“[B]oards continue to focus on appointing CEOs.”); see also DELOITTE, SEEING IS BELIEVING: 2017 BOARD DIVERSITY SURVEY (2017), https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/about-deloitte/us-about-board-diversity-survey-seeing-is-believing.pdf [https://perma.cc/X553-CCU2] (finding that more than ninety-four percent of respondents would see a candidate without executive experience as unqualified, while eighty-seven percent believe that current or retired CEOs are the most effective board members).

28. See Fairfax, supra note 23, at 107, 117.

29. See MACE, supra note 24, at 89 (“The outside directors of large national and regional companies are members of a sort of club . . . . [M]any will in fact be members of the same golf or social club . . . . [E]ach city has its hard-core members of the club group.”)

30. See id. at 89 (quoting the president and CEO of First Pennsylvania Bank and Trust Company, Philadelphia’s largest bank at the time, as commenting that the focus on members of the same club for board seats was “no longer justifiable” because that focus served to inappropriately freeze out Blacks and other qualified people from serving on boards).
rely primarily on informal social and professional relationships and networks that tend to be racially homogenous.\(^\text{31}\) As one commentator put it, the board recruitment process “has been heavily reliant on white, male boards members’ personal networks, which often don’t include minority executives.”\(^\text{32}\) Research also confirms that reliance on these informal networks perpetuates racial homogeneity and inequality.\(^\text{33}\) Importantly, Brummer and Strine point out that arguably the most critical obstacle to board diversity is that “women and minorities are unlikely to have the social networks and relationships necessary for candidates seeking position on boards.”\(^\text{34}\) Brummer and Strine also note that researchers “have identified exclusion from professional networks as a key driver of the imbalance in C-suites.”\(^\text{35}\) These arguments make clear that board diversity is important as a mechanism for counteracting problematic corporate behaviors. Importantly, such arguments build on the work of other scholars that have linked corporate discrimination and board diversity, particularly Professor Cheryl Wade, who has repeatedly contended that more diversity at the upper levels of corporate management would likely help dismantle the discriminatory hiring and promotion practices that impede the progress of women and professionals of color.\(^\text{36}\)

Fourth, the Article provides implicit support regarding the importance of board diversity to ameliorating the racial income and wealth gap.\(^\text{37}\) Indeed, the Article’s discussion of the racial wealth gap was especially compelling, and the Article persuasively discussed the significance of ensuring that corporations play a role in ameliorating the racial wealth gap.\(^\text{38}\) To the extent corporate employment practices created and exacerbated racial disparities in the workforce, the Article clearly suggests that those practices also created and exacerbated the

\(^{31}\) See Posner, supra note 25 (“The HBR study also found that social networks were the primary method of introduction.”); Cheng et al., supra note 17; DELOITTE, supra note 27, at 8.


\(^{33}\) See Mitchell & Sjoerdsma, supra note 18; KORN FERRY, supra note 16, at 28.

\(^{34}\) See Brummer & Strine, supra note 1, at 14.

\(^{35}\) See id. at 18.


\(^{37}\) See Brummer & Strine, supra note 1, at 24–26.

\(^{38}\) See id.
racial income and wealth gap. Moreover, it is possible that diverse leadership can influence the adoption of policies aimed at closing that gap. Consistent with this possibility, Wade has noted, “Diversity among corporate leaders is essential in addressing many of the economic disparities that big business has helped to create.”

Brummer and Strine’s observations support the contention that board and C-suite diversity matters not only for increasing the likelihood that corporations will proactively promote Diversity, but also for increasing the likelihood that corporate policies will dismantle policies that exacerbate bias and discrimination in the workforce and broader economy. Hence, their Article provides compelling support for the proposition that board and C-suite diversity are important to the effort at better ensuring racial equity.

II. ANOTHER LOOK AT THE BUSINESS RATIONALE

The Article makes a particularly compelling case for the business rationale for Diversity. The Article provides a clear, comprehensive, and compelling narrative about the empirical evidence suggesting that Diversity has a positive impact on financial performance. Perhaps most importantly, the Article persuasively demonstrates why the equivocal data does not undermine the imperative to advance Diversity in the corporation. As the Article points out, CEOs and boards take action every day—and in fact are required to take action every day—in the face of limited, uncertain, or mixed information. We have no better example of this requirement than our experience with COVID-19 and the global pandemic, which has required that boards and CEOs take life-impacting actions in the face of limited, uncertain, imperfect, and mixed data. In light of the reality of corporate decisionmaking, the Article appropriately insists that the equivocal nature of the Diversity data should not serve as an invitation for paralysis with respect to Diversity: “Corporate leaders cannot wait for an academic consensus about a complex issue in a fast-changing

39. See Wade, Effective Compliance, supra note 36, at 1230–34; see also Wade, Racial Discrimination, supra note 36, at 427 (“Workplace realities for working class minorities may improve with more racial diversity at the upper levels of corporate management. Minority directors and senior executive may be more conscious of the societal racism that inevitably spills over into corporate life.”).

40. See Wade, Effective Compliance, supra note 36, at 1230–34; see also Wade, Racial Discrimination, supra note 36, at 427.

41. See Wade, Effective Compliance, supra note 36, at 1201; Brummer & Strine, supra note 1, at 20–26.

42. See Brummer & Strine, supra note 1, at 28–30.

43. Id. at 32.
world in which action is required in the here and now. They are expected to make the best judgment they can based on the information available to them, however imprecise and imperfect.44

The Article buttresses the empirical analysis with an analysis of the manner in which organizational theory and case studies related to cognitive diversity validate the business case.45 In the corporate sphere, these insights build upon the important work of Professors Aaron Dhir, Lissa Broome, Kim Krawiec, Steven Ramirez, Marleen O'Connor, Lynne Dallas, and Janis Sarra.46

The Article also convincingly demonstrates the reputational, and hence financial, consequences associated with the corporate failure to focus on Diversity.47 Put simply, reputation meaningfully influences corporate financial performance. Corporate reputation influences various stakeholder decisions about whether or not to engage with a corporation.48 A positive reputation enhances the corporation’s bottom line, increasing customer and employee loyalty, corporate earnings, and market values.49 A positive corporate reputation also lowers the cost of capital because the market believes that companies with a strong positive reputation will deliver sustained earnings.50 Thus, a positive

44. Id. at 33.
45. Id. at 33–41.
47. See also Wade, Racial Discrimination, supra note 36, at 392 (noting corporate reputational harms associated with inattention to discrimination).
48. See Kishanthi Parella, Reputational Regulation, 67 DUKE L.J. 907, 921 (2018); DELLOITTE, supra note 27; JUDY LARKIN, STRATEGIC REPUTATION RISK MANAGEMENT 1 (2002) (noting that corporate reputation has a significant impact on consumer and investment behavior); Why Reputation Management is So Important in a Business, BUS. MATTERS (Nov. 24, 2019), https://www.bmmagazine.co.uk/in-business/advice/why-reputation-management-is-so-important-in-a-business/ [https://perma.cc/T4XY-PSA7] [hereinafter Why Reputation] (noting that stakeholders pay attention to negative and positive reputation when determining whether or not to engage with a corporation).
50. See Eccles et al., supra note 49.
reputation can be a source of competitive advantage.\(^{51}\) According to one study, companies that effectively manage their corporate reputations doubly outperformed the S&P Index over a fifteen-year period.\(^{52}\) Of course, a negative corporate reputation also has a considerable impact on financial performance, jeopardizing short-term and long-term value.\(^{53}\) The costs associated with negative reputation range from share premium erosion, market share loss, debt-rating decline, increased litigation, and unwanted regulatory costs.\(^{54}\) One source suggests that negative corporate reputation may cost more than $537 billion a year in the United States alone in lost sales revenue.\(^{55}\) As Brummer and Strine suggest, corporate reputation, therefore, represents an important financial asset that can either improve or undermine a corporation’s financial condition.

This insight is especially salient and timely given the growing significance of reputation. In recent studies, the vast majority of CEOs report that reputation has become increasingly important to their companies’ overall financial health.\(^{56}\) As a result, the portion of corporate resources dedicated to managing reputation has risen dramatically.\(^{57}\) Consistent with such resource allocation, one study found that intangible assets like reputation account for eighty-seven percent of a company’s current market value, as compared with thirty-two percent in 1985.\(^{58}\)

Brummer and Strine’s arguments regarding reputation especially resonate because of the rising importance of social issues like Diversity to stakeholders’ perception of corporate reputation. Empirical and anecdotal evidence reveals that stakeholders have increasingly come to expect that corporations will manage their business with an eye towards how their business activities impact social issues ranging from environmental matters to race relations.\(^{59}\) As a result, the nature and extent of corporate engagement around social issues has increasingly

---

51. See Larkin, supra note 48, at 2.
52. Id. at 9.
53. See Why Reputation, supra note 48; Parella, supra note 48, at 931 (noting that negative reputation harms an organization’s bottom-line).
54. See Larkin, supra note 48, at 6–7.
56. See Larkin, supra note 48, at 4.
57. See id.
59. See Larkin, supra note 48, at 18–19.
become a core component of corporate reputation. Consumers increasingly view a company’s performance related to social matters as a core attribute, and consumer perceptions related to social matters impact their spending and other behaviors. As one commentator notes, “People overwhelmingly prefer to buy from companies that share their beliefs and values.” Stakeholders’ social responsibility perceptions thus affect corporate reputation and corporate financial performance by impacting the image of brands along with the propensity of consumers to buy particular brands. Moreover, evidence reveals that diverse consumer groups are treating Diversity commitments as an imperative. As a result, Diversity commitments impact how such groups will spend their money, making such commitments critical to maintaining and perhaps expanding their market share related to these groups. Research also confirms that for Black consumers—more than any other group of consumers—brand loyalty is contingent upon a brand’s commitment to Diversity and socially responsible ideals. This research confirms the growing prominence of corporate commitment to Diversity considerations to corporate reputation. Such research also confirms the importance of Brummer and Strine’s broader arguments, underscoring the compelling nature of the Article’s support for the business case.

To be sure, I would have been interested to see the Article grapple more deeply with the broader normative question around the propriety of the business case. As I have argued elsewhere, the embrace

---

60. See id.
61. See id.
65. See id.
67. See Larkin, supra note 48, at 9.
of the business case is no accident. Instead, it reflects a conscious choice by those who believe the moral or social case for diversity was an ineffective means for encouraging greater diversity. However, I and others have suggested that emphasis on the business case has both benefits and costs. On the one hand, the business case may be more palatable, especially for those who believe that corporations cannot or should not advance social issues. On the other hand, there are some downsides to emphasizing the business case.

First, the emphasis may overpromise in several problematic ways. Indeed, boards play a limited role in the corporation and thus may have a limited ability to impact corporate policies and behavior. Of course, research does suggest that the ability to market and develop new products may depend upon the ability to understand a diverse client and customer base, and that such ability is enhanced when corporations have people of color in leadership positions. However, board members do not actively engage in marketing and product development, thereby limiting the extent to which their presence will ensure effective corporate outreach and engagement. Another example of potential overpromise is with respect to the workforce. To be sure, recent research indicates that boards have increased responsibility with respect to the oversight of workforce and Diversity issues. However, even with these increased oversight roles, very few corporations have indicated that their board has oversight responsibility for workplace culture. Nonetheless, the business case may suggest to some that the mere presence of directors of color or women on the board will enable corporations to improve race relations within the corporation or otherwise will significantly increase the likelihood that boards will be able to avoid costly employee discrimination lawsuits. While increasing board diversity may help by increasing the possibility that the board pays closer attention to issues concerning race, it is by no means a panacea because changing the underlying dynamics that may produce a problematic corporate culture

68. See Fairfax, supra note 46, at 798–99, 839–41.
69. See id. at 823.
70. See id. at 821–22
71. See id. at 823–24.
73. See id.
74. See Fairfax, supra note 46, at 824–28 (noting boards with diverse directors during racial incidents).
is no easy feat. Importantly, by overemphasizing the ability of diversity on the board to improve these workforce dynamics, the business case may deemphasize the importance of critical mass and substantive equality and inclusion not only on the board, but also throughout the corporation.\textsuperscript{75}

Second, to the extent the business case encourages boards to believe that board diversity is a “quick fix,” it may fail to encourage corporations to embrace the extensive changes that need to occur in order to transform their workforce, or otherwise fail to realistically grapple with the significant difficulties of managing racial diversity in the workforce.\textsuperscript{76} Indeed, research reveals that while corporations began embracing the business case for diversity as early as the 1990s, that embrace did not translate into meaningful change on the board or in C-suites.\textsuperscript{77} Instead, despite considerable rhetoric around the importance of diversity, efforts to increase diversity at the corporate leadership level had stalled.\textsuperscript{78} It may be that the reason for the lack of momentum was attributable to the business case at some level because the embrace of the business case reflected a deemphasis on notions of antidiscrimination, and hence the embrace of that case meant that corporations had not been encouraged to focus on the importance of redressing the bias and discrimination associated with their own policies.\textsuperscript{79} It is therefore notable that the large increase in board diversity, alongside the increased attention on racial equity within the corporation, came after the 2020 summer of racial reckoning and an increased societal consensus around the importance of addressing racial discrimination. This suggest that the business case may not serve to motivate corporate behavior in the manner some predicted, and thus that there are some costs associated with reliance on that case.\textsuperscript{80}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{75} See id. at 837.
\item \textsuperscript{76} See id. at 828.
\item \textsuperscript{79} See Lisa M. Fairfax, Board Diversity Revisited: New Rationale, Same Old Story?, 89 N.C. L. REV. 855, 882 (2011).
\item \textsuperscript{80} See id.
\end{itemize}
Third, the business case may set women directors and directors of color up for failure. As I have noted elsewhere to “[i]f a director of color’s existence on a board is measured in terms of her ability to deliver on the claims underlying the business rationales, then such rationales create standards that such directors may inevitably fail to meet.”

In each of these ways, focusing on the business case may have troubling consequences, and thus I would have been interested to see Brummer and Strine grapple with these potential consequences. Of course, that interest does not negate the fact that the Article advances compelling support for the business case and significantly and positively contributes to the scholarly debate around the benefits of embracing Diversity.

III. CORPORATE LAW AS DIVERSITY MANDATE AND DIVERSITY SAFE HARBOR: REFUTING THE MYTHS OF DIVERSITY DETRACTORS

The Article’s argument with respect to corporate law is particularly compelling. First, the Article nicely details the manner in which corporate focus on Diversity is entirely consistent with, and in fact required by, corporate fiduciary law. The Article carefully and persuasively details the manner in which corporate law requires compliance with the law, including a good faith attempt to “try” to ensure that the corporation has in place policies and practice that promote adherence to the law. The Article points out that this includes adherence to antidiscrimination law and civil rights legislation. Importantly, this emphasis builds on the significant body of work of Professor Cheryl Wade, who has consistently maintained not only that corporate fiduciary law demands appropriate attention to compliance with antidiscrimination laws but also that corporate law and corporate law scholars have failed to pay sufficient attention to this compliance duty. Indeed, as Wade notes, once we acknowledge that the lack of diversity in the workforce and even on the board may reflect problematic patterns of bias and discrimination, “what is typically discussed as a [corporate social responsibility] issue—a diversity issue—becomes a corporate governance or compliance issue” and that compliance is a mandatory obligation.

81. See Fairfax, supra note 46, at 842.
82. See Brummer & Strine, supra note Error! Bookmark not defined., at 80.
83. See id. at 82–86.
84. See Wade, Racial Discrimination, supra note 36, at 390; Wade, Transforming, supra note 36, at 354; Cheryl Wade, “We are an Equal Opportunity Employer”: Diversity Doublespeak, 61 WASH. & LEE 1541, 1572 (2004) [hereinafter Wade, Diversity Doublespeak].
85. See Wade, Effective Compliance, supra note 36, at 1202.
The Article is also careful to point out the limits and benefits of the legal liability associated corporate law. On the one hand, the Article acknowledges that the impact of corporate fiduciary duty law may well be limited by the relatively low potential for personal liability associated with fiduciary duty violations. On the other hand, the Article persuasively demonstrates the manner in which corporate fiduciary law impacts corporate behavior irrespective of the likelihood that corporate conduct may not result in liability. Bolstering this point, the Article pinpoints examples of corporate engagement in behavioral changes related to Diversity even when directors escape liability for problematic behavior. The Article further argues that Caremark has created a norm whereby corporations are more likely to take proactive, preventive measures to ensure that corporate actions comply with societal expectations, particularly Diversity expectations. This argument builds upon claims made by other scholars about the important normative and signaling function of corporate law. As Wade notes, the corporate decision to engage in more robust actions related to Diversity is clearly consistent with good corporate governance. Taken together, the Article presents a very strong account of the legal influence of corporate law on corporate behavior related to Diversity.

Second, the Article makes a particularly compelling case regarding the manner in which current law serves as a safe harbor for directors seeking to do more than minimally comply with the law as it relates to Diversity. The wide discretion afforded corporate fiduciaries under the business judgment rule provides a safe harbor for boards to embrace more effective diversity, equity and inclusion strategies. This safe harbor empowers corporate fiduciaries to adopt ambitious polices free from concerns around legal liability.

Third, the Article appropriately refutes those who would contend that corporate law serves as a barrier to a corporate focus on Diversity. As the Article indicates, such a contention is simply not an accurate interpretation of corporate law both with respect to the clear

86. See Brummer & Strine, supra note 1, at 70.
87. See id.
88. See id. at 65–90.
91. See Wade, Effective Compliance, supra note 36, at 1189.
92. See Brummer & Strine, supra note Error! Bookmark not defined., at 62.
requirement to comply with antidiscrimination laws and with respect to the clear freedom corporate fiduciary law grants directors and officers to pursue actions that benefit the corporation.

The Article’s discussion of the manner in which corporate law supports corporate decisions to engage in Diversity efforts beyond minimal compliance is especially compelling. As the Article notes, corporate law supports corporate leaders who appreciate that effective DEI policies will enable them to avoid costly violations of the law and the corresponding reputational harm associated with policies that are incompatible with the growing consumer and stakeholder desire to support such policies. As Brummer and Strine appropriately point out, increasingly there are also costly repercussions for corporate silence and inaction. Wade and other corporate scholars have argued that an enhanced focus on compliance with antidiscrimination law can better ensure that corporations avoid those costs. Indeed, a core tenant of the Black Lives Matter movement focused on the importance of not remaining silent in the face of racial discrimination. Moreover, many in the Black Lives Matter movement have interpreted silence as a form of being complicit. Consistent with these sentiments, many corporations went out of their way to both align themselves with the Black Lives Matter movement, but explicitly proclaim a rejection of silence when aligning with the Black Lives Matter movement. American Airlines insisted that those “who are privileged with leadership” have a responsibility to “use our voices within the business community to encourage and support corporate efforts to eliminate systemic racism in America.” Netflix stated: “To be silent is to be complicit.” To be sure, cynics of these corporate statements insist that such statements represented marketing ploys. However, even that insistence underscores corporations’ appreciation of a critical market reality about race—stakeholder expectations around race and equity have made corporate silence and inaction around race and equity a
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potentially damaging proposition. And in fact, companies have found themselves threatened with costly boycotts when they remained silent in the face of voting laws viewed as discriminatory.99

The Article also compellingly highlights the manner in which corporate law supports corporate innovation around Diversity for companies that appreciate that such innovation is likely to lead to sustainable long-term profits by enabling corporations to tap into the tremendous market potential associated with embracing the full range of diverse talent in the workforce and the full range of market potential associated with the increasingly diverse consumer and customer base.

In recognition of the impact of demographic changes on consumer markets, one market analyst warned that if a corporation does not have a strategy for marketing to diverse consumers, “it doesn’t have a growth strategy.”100 Consistent with this warning, there is considerable evidence that consumers of color represent a valuable market.101 Research reveals that the Black consumer market has seen a dramatic rise, increasing by 114 percent since 2000.102 As one market analyst notes, the buying power of Black consumers is “on par with many countries’ gross domestic products.”103 In some cases, consumers of color represent more than fifty percent of overall spending in particular product categories.104 This research also underscores Black consumers’ outsized influence over spending in particular markets.105 In addition, the research reveals that corporations have been able to capitalize on Black consumer spending by creating and marketing products that align with their specific needs and interests.106 Research also reveals that Black consumers have considerable influence over the broader consumer market. Market analysts have noted that Black consumer choices influence “not just consumers of colors but the mainstream as
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This research supports Brummer and Strine’s argument that diverse markets have value, and that corporate law supports corporations who seek to innovate in order to capture that value.

I would raise at least two issues around the Article’s discussion of legal liability. The first relates to the limits of the observations around law compliance and DEI. The Article does pinpoint the limits of external law as a means of ensuring corporate attention to the full range of diversity, equity, and inclusion issues, insisting that noncompliance is just the bare minimum. However, the Article does not really emphasize how significant that “bare” minimum may be. First, as Professor Cheryl Wade has pointed out, the quality of corporate compliance related to antidiscrimination laws leaves a lot to be desired. This is underscored by the fact that corporations often spend billions of dollars on compliance associated with antidiscrimination laws without meaningfully moving the needle on the significant amount of documented bias and discrimination that persists in the workplace. Second, Wade has argued that corporate law has set the bar exceedingly low with respect to compliance, enabling companies to engage in “check the box” compliance that has no significant impact on their discriminatory and biased practices. Finally, many scholars have insisted that antidiscrimination law has been interpreted in a manner that does not curtail the kinds of discriminatory conduct that leads to racial disparities in the economic arena. Such interpretations therefore have significantly undermined the effectiveness of antidiscrimination law as a means of reducing discrimination and bias in the employment arena. Consequently, the fact that corporate law requires compliance with antidiscrimination law may be little comfort for those seeking to better ensure that corporations engage in conduct that would meaningfully move the needle around these issues. On the one hand, the Article’s observation that corporate law demands compliance with antidiscrimination laws is clearly correct and is vitally significant as a response to those insisting
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that attention on Diversity is beyond the focus of corporate law. Moreover, those observations are critical for ensuring that corporations are at least doing the bare minimum, which is of course an essential first step. On the other hand, it is clear that dependence upon corporate law’s bare minimum is woefully inadequate. In fact, research reveals that diversity programs tethered to legal compliance and avoidance of lawsuits "can activate bias rather than stamp it out." Indeed, Wade characterizes relying on corporate law compliance alone to advance Diversity initiatives in the workforce as “naively hopeful.”

To be sure, and in recognition of this point, the Article does make a compelling case about the legal and business benefits of going beyond the bare minimum. This case is all the more important given the severe limits of the bare minimum. Importantly, the Article convincingly demonstrates the business advantages of doing more related to Diversity while emphasizing the considerable costs of inaction in this area. Then too, the Article’s emphasis on the manner in which corporate law provides a safe harbor for more innovation around Diversity is particularly useful support for ensuring that corporate officers and directors feel comfortable going beyond legal minimalism.

The Article’s observations around the benefits of the legal safe harbor sparked my second concern. The Article is clearly correct that by giving wide discretion to business leaders, corporate law serves as a legal safe harbor for corporate innovation, including Diversity innovation. The safe harbor encourages and protects corporate leaders who may be concerned about legal liability. However, as the Article highlights, reputational harm can arise even if there is no legal liability. This means that corporate law does not serve as a protective barrier for reputational liability. In other words, there is no reputational safe harbor. This lack of safe harbor for reputational repercussions may be concerning for efforts to promote more ambitious DEI activities for at least two reasons. First, there may be pushback from those who do not embrace the value of DEI policies. In the summer of 2020, polls revealed historically unprecedented consensus among all races about the need to take action to ameliorate discrimination. As a result, corporations
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and the broader society experienced intense internal and external pressure to proactively adopt innovative and ambitious Diversity policies and practices. Currently, however, corporations and society are experiencing serious backlash associated with Diversity actions, including backlash with respect to efforts to improve board diversity.¹¹⁷

A legal safe harbor may prove insufficient to encourage corporations to be more ambitious in the face of such backlash.

Second, companies also may be concerned that Diversity advocates may find fault with their Diversity efforts, resulting in reputational fallout from such advocates. Indeed, constructive dialogue around issues of race is challenging and can trigger workplace discord if not appropriately managed. Hence, even well-intentioned corporate officers and employees create offense and make mistakes that can result in reputational harm. For example, Wells Fargo is often praised for its diversity; its senior leadership team consists of twenty-one percent people of color, which includes six percent Black people.¹¹⁸ Moreover, Wells Fargo distributed a company-wide memo announcing a host of new diversity initiatives, including a commitment to double Black leadership over the next five years and to tether executive compensation to diversity goals.¹¹⁹ However, in the course of discussing
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the memo, the CEO of Wells Fargo made comments that many viewed as racially offensive, sparking considerable controversy and backlash, and ultimately prompting the CEO to apologize for what he referred to as an “insensitive comment” reflecting his “own unconscious bias.” In this same vein, Starbucks’ sparked outrage, including calls for a Starbucks boycott, when an internal memo surfaced in which Starbucks refused to allow its employees to wear #BlackLivesMatter pins and apparel, indicating that wearing such apparel could be “misunderstood and potentially incite violence.” In the face of the outrage and hypocrisy labels, Starbucks quickly backtracked, issuing a new statement allowing its employees to wear Black Lives Matter materials, and even agreeing to create “#BlackLivesMatter” apparel under the Starbucks logo. Starbucks actions are notable because it has been especially vocal around its diversity and social responsibility efforts. Hence, we have seen companies with strong records on diversity and social responsibility efforts.
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diversity and inclusion suffer reputational harm because of missteps. In many cases, these missteps are the result of inevitable biases. However, they do create the possibility of reputational harm that cannot be ameliorated through the lack of legal liability. In this regard, it may be important not to overemphasize the safe harbor effects of corporate law.

To be clear, this Response does not mean to suggest that the potential for reputational harm should serve as a rationale for paralysis related to Diversity innovation. Given that reputational harm can come from both action as well as inaction, paralysis will not prevent potential reputational fallout. In this regard, Brummer and Strine’s Article provides appropriate assurances that corporations do not risk legal liability for Diversity innovations. Perhaps more importantly, businesses do not operate on a principle of risk elimination, and thus we should not expect risk elimination when it comes to Diversity. Instead, every business operates based on risk management. To this end, Diversity innovation is like any other worthwhile business innovation—it offers both risks and benefits. Moreover, Diversity innovation is just like any other worthwhile business innovation—the risks associated with that innovation cannot be eliminated, but instead require effective management.125 Thus, it would be imprudent and inaccurate to send the signal that taking the initiative around Diversity does not involve some risks. Of course, there are also risks associated with the failure to appropriately innovate with respect to Diversity. I do believe that Brummer and Strine not only make the case for the significant benefits associated with enhanced Diversity innovation, but also underscore the manner in which any risks can be appropriately managed to harness those benefits.

CONCLUSION

Brummer and Strine provide compelling support for businesses seeking to advance Diversity. This support is critical to ensuring that businesses do not succumb to the mistaken belief that corporate law serves as a barrier to their Diversity efforts. This support is also critical to the overall effort of promoting equity in the workplace and the economy given the central role that corporations play in shaping employment strategy, as well as the likelihood that increased diversity on boards and in the C-suite will matter for purposes of ensuring that employment practices and policies take into account the concerns of the diverse range of people within our population. Brummer and Strine’s
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persuasive observations about the benefits of promoting Diversity also serve as a warning to companies that would shy away from Diversity innovation because companies may ultimately find themselves at a competitive and reputational disadvantage. Hence, while corporate law does not compel Diversity innovation, Brummer and Strine have demonstrated that corporate law paves the way towards corporate adoption of strategies that better align with increased stakeholder expectations for a more diverse, inclusive, and equitable workforce and economy.